Evaluation Crossword

ACROSS
1. program design illustration
2. used in evaluation and courts of law
3. charts and graphs
4. theory __ change
5. conference session everyone attends
6. ‘P’ standards in the JCSEE Program Evaluation Standards
9. first step in CDC Evaluation Framework
10. one of two WMU colors
11. desirable qualities
13. evaluation for overall judgement
14. ways of collecting data
15. ‘F’ standards in the JCSEE Program Evaluation Standards
16. one of two WMU colors
18. ‘R’ in CRE
20. evaluation for program improvement
21. ‘M’ in WMU
22. location of 2021 AEA conference
24. ‘J’ in AJE and JMDE

DOWN
1. program design illustration
7. what we do with raw data
8. site of 2022 AEA conference
12. ‘R’ in CRE
15. evaluation for program improvement
17. what evaluators collect
18. short for evaluation
19. graduate degree some evaluators have
20. evaluation for program design
22. location of 2021 AEA conference
24. ‘J’ in AJE and JMDE
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